
Want fewer surprises?

Your Standard for 
Exceptional Performance
The Modus managed pressure wells solution enhances operational performance 
with simple, precise pressure management while capturing data in a digital platform. 
The solution creates a comprehensive pressure management strategy that precisely 
and continually manages the primary well-control barrier, eliminating pressure spikes, 
manipulating effective mud weights, increasing rates of penetration (ROP), improving 
hole stability, and optimizing drilling plans.

Why choose Weatherford?

We understand 
your challenges
After thousands of jobs, and 
millions of operating hours, we 
have earned a deep knowledge 
of downhole conditions and 
how to use managed pressure 
drilling (MPD) technologies and 
techniques to mitigate and avoid 
performance limiting events. 

We stand by 
our technology 
Industry-leading technology 
displays wellbore condition 
data digitally for quicker 
reaction to downhole events 
including kicks and losses.

We are your single 
source for well integrity
We provide a portfolio of 
innovative solutions and 
the technical support that 
help you protect people and 
the environment while you 
streamline your operations and 
maximize productivity.

VISIT THE WEBSITE

https://www.weatherford.com/products-and-services/drilling-and-evaluation/managed-pressure-drilling/modus-managed-pressure-wells-solution/?utm_source=VSS&utm_medium=CTA+Front+Page&utm_campaign=Modus
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A comprehensive pressure management 
strategy mitigates risks and improves 
performance to deliver high-quality wells 
with fewer surprises.

By providing visibility and control of  downhole conditions, the 
Modus solution displays, captures, and transfers data in real time, 
enabling safe drilling in narrow, shifting, and unknown drilling 
windows by managing equivalent circulating density (ECD). 
This trusted approach, backed by decades of expertise, improves 
operational safety and preserves formation integrity to streamline 
your operations and maximize well productivity. 

60%
well delivery improvement

18%
ROP increase

18,000 ft. 
lateral drilled in a single trip

9 days
ahead of 15 day plan

Real Results:
Utica Shale

Click to learn how Weatherford’s 
Modus managed pressure wells 
solution can become your standard 
for exceptional performance. 
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